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1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years attention has been given to the study of exact combi-
natorial problems, i.e., problems which, given a weighted set of elements
and a family of feasible subsets, look for a feasible subset such that the sum
of the weights of its elements equals a given target value [3, 7, 15].
Randomized algorithms play an important role in the solution of exact
problems. For an introduction to randomized algorithms see [14].
In this work we address the Exact Parity Base (XPB) problem, a problem
which, given a matroid represented by an integer matrix M of rank 2n,
whose columns are partitioned into m pairs, each having a non-negative
integer weight assigned to it, looks for a set of n pairs of linearly independ-
ent columns, i.e., a parity base of M, such that the sum of the weights of
its elements equals a non-negative given integer W. This problem is not
only interesting in itself, but also as a generalization of other exact problems.
Among them we mention the problem of finding a perfect matching of
specified value in a weighted graph and the problem of finding a base of
specified value in the intersection of two matroids. These problems, which
we denote respectively by XPM and XIB for short, are NP-hard, being a
generalization of Subset Sum [11]. They can be solved by simplified
versions of the algorithms that we present for solving XPB, thus generaliz-
ing the results of [3], where pseudo-polynomial algorithms for special
cases of XPM and XIB are presented. It is perhaps worth recalling that the
algorithms we propose can also be used for finding a parity base of maxi-
mum (minimum) weight in a weighted represented matroid, a problem
whose complexity status is still open.
In [7] it is shown that the Exact Parity Base problem belongs to the
class RpP, the class of problems solvable by randomized pseudo-polynomial
(in the sequel denoted as r.p.p.) algorithms, i.e., algorithms which work in
pseudo-polynomial time and which always answer correctly in the case of
a no-instance; for a yes-instance they may yield a wrong answer, but with
probability less than any preassigned constant =<1, independent of the
input size. Alternatively, r.p.p algorithms can be called pseudo-polynomial,
1-sided error, Monte Carlo algorithms. Two r.p.p. algorithms for solving
the XPB problem are described in [7], whose goal was not, however, to
find fast algorithms; we address this goal in this paper.
We present here three r.p.p. algorithms for solving the XPB problem,
all working in finite fields; their performance guarantees, described by
Theorems 4, 5, and 6, are mainly due to the choice of a particular set of
finite fields, among which the working field is chosen at random, and to
powerful interpolation techniques appropriate to the field.
The most innovative of the algorithms presented is the last one. Its com-
plexity depends on a conjecture, which we call the C-conjecture, related to
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the best value of the so-called Linnik constant concerning the distribution
of prime numbers in arithmetic progressions [4]. This conjecture is a
strengthened version of one formulated in 1934 by S. Chowla, asserting
that 1+= is an admissible value for Linnik’s constant [9]. If the C-conjec-
ture is true, we prove that the last algorithm has the best asymptotic
complexity among the three, when measured in arithmetic operations;
when measured in bit operations its complexity is always better than that
of the first algorithm, and also better than that of the second one under
mild assumptions.
If instead the C-conjecture is false, then the first two algorithms come
into play. They are similar to the two algorithms presented in [7], but work
in finite fields, and therefore achieve substantial improvements on their com-
plexities. When measured in bit operations the complexities improve from
OB( pn2m log U T(U log p)+( pn3+ p2) T( p log p)) and OB(n2m T(log p)
+( p2n3) T(n log p)) to OB(( pn2m log U+ p log3 p) T(log p)) and to
OB(nm T(log U)+(n2m+ p2n3) T(log n+log log p)), respectively, where U
is the maximum weight of a pair of elements of the matroid, p=nU+1 and
the function T(b) denotes the time necessary to multiply integers of b bits.
When measured in arithmetic operations the complexities remain the same.
Even in this case, that is when the C-conjecture is false, we are able to
identify the best of the two algorithms; the choice depends on simple
assumptions, described in Subsection 4.2, on the asymptotic growth of m
with respect to those of U and n.
We have then a complete picture of the relative performances of the
algorithms. We remark that an implementation of the three algorithms and
a comparison of their complexities through intensive testing might yield
some support to the validity of the C-conjecture and hence of the related
Chowla conjecture.
This work leaves still open the question whether problem XPB (or XIB
or XPM) is solvable by pseudo-polynomial algorithms, eliminating the
need for randomization. These problems being NP-hard, one cannot hope
to solve them in randomized polynomial time, unless RP=NP.
In Section 2 we present some arithmetical and algebraic results. Section 3
describes the three different algorithms for solving the recognition version
of problem XPB. Section 4 proves the correctness of the algorithms and
compares their performances. In Section 5 we briefly discuss the construct-
ing version of problem XPB and problems XPM and XIB.
2. ARITHMETICAL AND ALGEBRAIC RESULTS
First we state some results and conjectures concerning the distribution
of prime numbers. We will use the results expressed by Theorem 1 and
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Theorem 2. Theorem 1, about the asymptotic growth of the n th prime
number, is well known. Theorem 2, concerning the growth of the n th prime
number congruent to 1 module a prime p, is a conditional result depending
on the truth of the C-conjecture below, and follows from the intermediate
result expressed by the Lemma.
Theorem 1. Let qn be the n th prime number. Then
qn=O(n log n).
Theorem 1 is a straightforward consequence of Chebyshev’s theorem on
the distribution of prime numbers [8, p. 71].
In order to introduce and prove Theorem 2, we need to make some
considerations about the distribution of primes in arithmetic progressions.
For any positive integers q and a with gcd(q, a)=1, let P(q, a) denote the
least prime number congruent to a mod q. By a well-known theorem of
Linnik, there exists an absolute constant L>0 such that, for any q and a
with gcd(q, a)=1,
P(q, a)CqL
for a suitable constant C. A constant L satisfying the above is usually
called Linnik’s constant. The best unconditional value of L obtained so far
is 112, and is due to HeathBrown [12, Theorem 5]. Assuming the
Generalized Riemann Hypothesis, which asserts that every Dirichlet func-
tion L(s, /) has no zeros in the half-plane Re(s)> 12 , one gets L=2+=,
with an arbitrarily small =>0 [4, 12].
We also recall the following conjecture, stated by S. Chowla in 1934 [9].
Chowla’s Conjecture. For any =>0, for any sufficiently large q and any
a such that gcd(q, a)=1 we have
P(q, a)<q1+=.
This conjecture can obviously be restated as
P(q, a)C(=) q1+=
for any =>0 and any q, with a constant C(=) depending on = only. Specifi-
cally, Chowla’s conjecture asserts that 1+= is an admissible value for
Linnik’s constant.
Now let
?(x; q, a)= :
p#a mod q
px
1
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denote the number of primes x congruent to a mod q. Note that the
upper bound P(q, a)CqL is equivalent to ?(x; q, a)>0 for xCqL, so
that if ?(x; q, a) is bounded from below by any positive function in the
range xCqL, then a fortiori L is an admissible value for Linnik’s
constant.
The proof of the existence of Linnik’s constant, and the computation of
any admissible value for it, rely on estimates for the zeros of Dirichlet
L-functions [12]. Such a method yields statements stronger than just
upper bounds for P(q, a), namely lower bounds or even asymptotic formulae
for the function ?(x; q, a) in suitable ranges xCqL. For instance, under
the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis one can prove that, for any =>0,
?(x; q, a)=
li(x)
.(q)
(1+O(log&M x)) for xC(=) q2+= (1)
[4, formula (1.1)], where li(x)=x2 dtlog ttxlog x, . is Euler’s function,
M is arbitrarily large, and the constant implied by the O-symbol depends
only on = and M.
Here we use a conjectural lower bound of the correct order of magnitude
for ?(x; q, a). We remark that if the asymptotic formula (1) holds in a
range xCqL, then obviously
?(x; q, a)
C1x
.(q) log x
for xCqL, (2)
where C and C1 are positive constants. In particular, choosing q= p prime
and a=1, we get from (2)
?(x; p, 1)
C1x
( p&1) log x
for xCpL. (3)
Using (3), we easily obtain the following
Lemma. Let qn( p) denote the n th prime number congruent to 1 mod p.
Then, for any prime p and any fixed L>1 for which (3) holds, we have
qn( p)=O( pLn log n).
Proof. If qn( p)CpL we get, by (3),
n=?(qn( p); p, 1)
C1 qn( p)
( p&1) log qn( p)
.
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This easily yields, for any $>0,
qn( p)max[CpL, C2($) p1+$n log n].
Choosing $=L&1 we obtain
qn( p)C3pLn log n. K
In analogy with Chowla’s conjecture, we state the following
C-Conjecture. For any =>0 there exist positive constants C(=) and
C1(=), depending only on =, such that, for every coprime q and a,
?(x; q, a)
C1(=) x
.(q) log x
for xC(=) q1+=.
Now an immediate consequence of the Lemma is the following
Theorem 2. If the C-conjecture is true, then for any prime p, the n th
prime number qn( p) congruent to 1 mod p satisfies
qn( p)=O( p1+=n log n),
where the constant implied by the O-symbol depends only on =.
With the next three propositions we give some useful estimates to the
complexities of performing some algebraic operations.
Proposition 1. The generation of all primes in [2, :], : integer, by
Eratosthenes’ sieve, requires O(: log :) arithmetic operations on integers of
magnitude smaller than 2:.
Proof. This proposition is easily proved by noticing that the number of
necessary operations is O(:+:2+:3+ } } } +::)=O(: log :). K
Proposition 2. If q is prime, the inverse of a non-zero element : in the
field Zq can be found in O(log q) arithmetic operations on integers of
magnitude smaller than q.
Proof. Using Euclid’s algorithm integers a and b can be found such that
a :+b q=gcd(:, q) using O(log q) operations [2]. Since q is prime,
obviously gcd(:, q)=1 so that a:=1 in Zq . K
Proposition 3. If p is prime, k integer, q=kp+1 prime, then a non-
trivial p th root of unity in the field Zkp+1 can be found in O(k log k)
arithmetic operations on integers of magnitude smaller than q2.
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Proof. We exhibit an algorithm that computes a primitive root; the
algorithm, described in procedure P-TH-ROOT below, is similar to Gauss’
algorithm [13] for finding a primitive root in any field, but improves over
it in terms of number of operations since the number of elements in the
field is kp+1.
procedure P-TH-ROOT ( p, k):
1. let : be an element of Zkp+1 different from 0 and 1;
2. if :k{1 mod q then return :k;
3. let tk be the order of :; * t divides k*
while 1>0 do
4. find a non-zero element ; in Zkp+1 , which is not a power of :;
5. if ;k{1 mod q then return ;k;
6. let sk be the order of ;; * s divides k but not t*
* the following steps compute as in Gauss’ algorithm
a new element whose order is a multiple of t*
7. find a divisor d of t and a divisor e of s such that gcd(d, e)=1 and
lcm(t, s)=d e;
8. : :=:td ;se;
9. t :=d e * : has order t and t divides k *
It is easy to see that lines 2, 4, and 5 require O(k) operations; line 7 can
be implemented in O(log2 k) operations [13]. The number of iterations of
the while loop is O(log k), since in each iteration : is updated and its order
at least doubles. Hence the conclusion follows. K
The last result we need is essentially Lemma 2 in [16], which yields an
upper bound to the probability for a polynomial value to be zero modulo
a prime.
Theorem 3. Let Q(x ), x=(x1 , ..., xm), be a polynomial of degree n in m
variables, with integer coefficients and not identically zero. Let [q1 , ..., qH]
be a set of primes such that the product of any h+1 of them exceeds the
maximum absolute value that Q(x ) can achieve in [1, ..., J]m, J # N. Let q be
chosen randomly in [q1 , ..., qH] and x^ be chosen randomly in [1, ..., J]m.
Then
Prob[Q(x^)=0 mod q]
n
J
+
h
H
.
Finally, for the reader’s convenience, we recall the definition of pfaffian
of a skew-symmetric matrix.
Definition. Let 1=(#ij) be a 2n_2n skew-symmetric matrix and
let P be the set of all partitions into pairs of the set (1, 2, ..., 2n). If
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?=[[i1 , j1], ..., [in , jn]] is one of these partitions, let _(?) be the sign of
the permutation
\ 1i1
2
j1
} } }
} } }
2n&1
in
2n
jn +
and let
:(?)=_(?) ‘
n
h=1
#ih jh .
Then the pfaffian of 1 is defined as
pf(1 )= :
? # P
:(?).
3. ALGORITHMS FOR PROBLEM XPB
In this section we present and analyze three algorithms for solving the
NP-hard Exact Parity Base (XPB) problem. In each instance of XPB a
matroid (S, F ) is given, where S is the ground set and F is the family of the
independent sets. It is assumed that the matroid has even rank 2n and is
represented over the rationals by a matrix M. This means that: (i) there is
a one-to-one correspondence between elements of S and columns of M ; (ii)
independent sets in F correspond to sets of linearly independent columns of
M ; (iii) a base of the matroid corresponds to a full rank square submatrix
of M. It is further assumed that the elements of S are an even number 2m
and are partitioned into m pairs [aj , bj], j=1, ..., m, each having a non
negative integer weight wj assigned to it. Without loss of generality we can
assume that all elements of M are integers. The XPB problem consists in
finding, if any, a parity base of the matroid, i.e., a set of columns of M of
full rank [aj1 , bj1 , ..., ajn , bjn], with [ j1 , ..., jn][1, ..., m], such that the
sum of the weights of its pairs equals a non-negative given integer weight
W. The following is the recognition version of problem XPB that we
address with the same name.
Exact Parity Base (XPB)
Instance. A matroid represented by the integer matrix M=(a1 | b1 | } } }
| am | bm), of rank 2n, whose columns are partitioned into m pairs [aj , bj],
j # E=[1, ..., m];
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a non-negative integer weight wj , assigned to the j th pair, j # E;
a non-negative integer W.
Question. Does there exist a parity base of M whose weight is exactly
W, i.e., a set X=[ j1 , ..., jn]E such that the matrix (aj1 | bj1 | } } } | ajn | bjn)
has rank 2n and j # X wj=W?
The algorithms described in [7] for solving XPB are based on a
methodology that:
(A) associates to each instance of the problem a 2n_2n skew-symmetric
matrix C, defined as
C= :
m
j=1
xj ywj (aj 7 bj), (4)
where y and the xj ’s are indeterminates and aj 7 b j is the wedge product of
the two column vectors aj , bj , defined as the 2n_2n skew-symmetric
matrix aj b
T
j &b ja
T
j ;
(B) proves that the following properties hold for the pfaffian of matrix C:
(1) pf(C) is a polynomial in the variables x1 , ..., xm , y, which can
be written as
:
1 j1< } } } < jnm
x j1 } } } x jn y
|( j1 , ..., jn) $( j1 , ..., jn) (5)
with |( j1 , ..., jn)=1hn wjh and
$( j1 , ..., jn)=det(aj1 | bj1 | } } } | ajn | bjn);
(2) each monomial in (5) corresponds to a parity base of M;
(3) the degree of y in each monomial is the weight of the corre-
sponding parity base;
(C) expresses the pfaffian of C as the following polynomial in y,
P(x, y)=pf(C(x, y))= :
p&1
t=0
Qt(x ) yt, (6)
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where x=(x1 , ..., xm), p&1 is any upper bound to the maximum weight of
a parity base, and each coefficient Qt(x ) is a polynomial in x1 , ..., xm , sum
of all terms
xj1 } } } xjn $( j1 , ..., jn) (7)
with 1 j1< } } } < jnm corresponding to parity bases of weight t;
(D) concludes that there exists a parity base of weight W if and only if
QW (x) is not identically zero;
(E) tests whether QW (x ) is not identically zero by computing QW (x ) for
some vector x chosen randomly in [1, ..., J]m, J # N.
The algorithms we present in this work follow a similar methodology, but
introduce new techniques for achieving peak performances, the main ones
being that:
(i) they work over a finite field chosen at random among a set of
appropriate finite fields;
(ii) they compute in the field the coefficient QW (x ) by a suitable
method.
The backbone of the three algorithms is given by procedure XPB below,
where lines 5, 6, and 9 are left partially undefined, since it is by completely
specifying these lines that we obtain the three different algorithms. In this
procedure the matrix C(x, y) in line 8 is defined as in (4), w=(w1 , ..., wm),
and \ is an assigned positive integer, used for controlling the probability of
error of the procedure. As for line 1, since no polynomial algorithm is
known for the problem of finding a parity base of maximum weight, we
simply set p=n U+1, where U=max[wj , j # E].
procedure XPB(n, m, M, w, W, \):
1. find an integer p larger than the maximum weight of a parity base of M;
2. if Wp then return ‘‘NO’’;
3. J :=2n\;
4. choose randomly x in [1, ..., J]m;
5. compute an appropriate integer value H;
6. generate an appropriate set H=[q1 , ..., qH] of primes;
7. choose randomly q in H;
8. compute in Zq the 2n_2n skew-symmetric matrix C(x , y);
9. compute in Zq the coefficient QW (x ) of the term yW of
P(x , y)=pf(C(x , y));
10. return if QW (x )=0 in Zq then ‘‘NO’’ else ‘‘YES’’.
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The next three sections present the three algorithms and establish their time
complexities. The time will be measured both in arithmetic and in bit opera-
tions. The arithmetic operations are either operations (+, &, V , ) in the
ring of integers on operands of bounded magnitude, or operations (+, V ) in
the chosen finite field. In the following we assume that W=O( p), that is W
is not unboundedly larger than the maximum weight that a parity base can
achieve, we denote by V the maximum absolute value of an element of M
and we let T(b) indicate the time necessary to multiply integers of b bits..
The proof that the three algorithms are correct, that is that they solve
problem XPB satisfying the requirements on the error performance of r.p.p.
algorithms, is postponed to Section 4.
3.1. Algorithm 1
The first algorithm we present works in a finite field Zq with q p. We
describe the algorithm by specifying lines 5, 6, and 9 of procedure XPB as
5. set
H=W2\(logp(2JV 2nm)n&1)X; (8)
6. generate the set H=[q1 , ..., qH] of the first H primes greater than or
equal to p;
9. evaluate in Zq , P(x , y)=pf(C(x , y)) for y=0, ..., p&1 and inter-
polate, computing in Zq the coefficient QW (x ) of the term yW of
P(x , y);
Before analyzing the time complexity of this procedure we estimate the num-
ber b of bits necessary for encoding each element of the chosen field Zq .
From (8) it is easy to deduce that H=O(n(log n+log V+log m)log p). If
at this point we make the simplifying but natural assumption that
(log V+log m)=O(log p) (9)
or the more restrictive assumption that
(log V+log m)=O(log n), (10)
we may conclude that H=O(n). From Theorem 1 we deduce that
qH=O(( p+H) log( p+H)) (11)
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and therefore that the number b of bits necessary for encoding any element
in a field Zq where q is chosen at random in H, satisfies the equality
b=Wlog2 qH X=O(log p). (12)
Note that the result in (12) is asymptotically optimum, since in order to
evaluate and interpolate in a field a polynomial of degree p&1, the field must
contain at least p elements.
We turn now our attention to the time complexity of the algorithm
measured either in arithmetic or in bit operations. The next theorem shows
that, if we measure the time in arithmetic operations, the complexity of Algo-
rithm 1 slightly improves over that of the first algorithm proposed in [7],
whereas if we use bit operations the complexity significantly improves
upon OB( pn2m log U T(U log p)+( pn3+ p2) T( p log p)), since the number
of bits involved in each arithmetic operation decreases to the asymptotically
optimum order O(log p).
Theorem 4. If (9) or (10) hold, the complexity of Algorithm 1 is
OA( p n2 m log U+ p log3 p), (13)
or
OB(( p n2 m log U+ p log3 p) T(log p)) (14)
depending on whether the time is measured in arithmetic or bit operations,
respectively.
Proof. Line 1 can be implemented using O(m) arithmetic operations on
integers not greater than U. Line 2 requires O(1) operations on operands
of magnitude O( p). Obviously lines 3, 4 and 5 require O(m) arithmetic
operations on operands of magnitude O(n). Because of Proposition 1, line
6 can be implemented using O(qH log qH) arithmetic operations on
operands of magnitude of order O(qH); from (11) this number of arithmetic
operations simplifies to O( p log2 p) and the magnitude of the operands
simplifies to O( p log p). Obviously, line 7 requires O(1) arithmetic opera-
tions on operands of magnitude O( p log p). The computations in line 8
require O(n m) operations on operands of magnitude O(V) to compute in
the chosen field the elements of M, plus O(m) operations on operands of
magnitude O(J) to compute in the field the m components of x , plus
O(n2 m) operations in the field for computing the m coefficients of each of
the n2 polynomials in matrix C(x , y). Finally the operations in the field
required by line 9 are O( p n2 m log U) for computing the values that the n2
polynomials (of degree at most U) achieve for each value y=0, ..., p&1,
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plus O( p n3+ p n log p) for the evaluation of the p pfaffians with the
algorithm described in [10], plus O( p log3 p) for the subsequent interpola-
tion with the method described in [2, p. 299] implemented in the field. The
theorem follows now easily from (12). K
3.2. Algorithm 2
This algorithm is similar to the first one except for the fact that it works
in a finite field Zq which is not required to have at least p elements and,
in line 9, it obtains the entire polynomial P(x , y) by directly applying the
algorithm in [10] to the matrix C(x , y).
Lines 5, 6, and 9 of XPB are specified as follows:
5. set H=W2\(log2(2JV 2 n m)n&1)X;
6. generate the set H=[q1 , ..., qH] of the first H primes;
9. evaluate in Zq , P(x , y)=pf(C(x , y)) by directly applying the
algorithm in [10] to the matrix of polynomials with coefficients
in Zq , with q chosen in line 7.
From line 5 we have that, if the hypothesis in (9) holds, then H=O(n log p),
whereas if the hypothesis in (10) holds, then H=O(n log n). From Theorem 1
we know that qH=O(H log H) and therefore that the number b of bits
necessary for encoding any element in a field Zq , with q chosen at random
in H, satisfies the equality b=O(log n+log log p) or b=O(log n) depend-
ing on whether (9) or (10) holds. The complexity analysis of Algorithm 2
results in the following theorem, showing that in arithmetic operations
the complexity remains that of the second algorithm in [7], whereas in
bit operations the bound OB(n2m T(log p)+( p2n3) T(n log p)) improves
to (16).
Theorem 5. The complexity of Algorithm 2, measured in arithmetic
operations, is
OA(n2 m+ p2 n3). (15)
The complexity, measured in bit operations, is
OB(n m T(log U)+(n2 m+ p2 n3) T(log n+log log p)) (16)
or
OB(m T(log U)+(n2 m+ p2 n3) T(log n)) (17)
depending on whether the hypothesis in (9) or in (10) holds.
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Proof. Let us first observe that the computation in line 6 is negligible
with respect to those in lines 8 and 9 that determine the overall complexity
of the algorithm. In fact the generations of the primes requires qH=
O(H log H) primality tests. The fastest deterministic primality test [1] uses
bc log log b bit operations for testing the primality of an integer encoded with
b bits (for an absolute constant c) and these operations are o(2=b), for any
=. Because of the above considerations on H and b it easily follows that the
complexity of line 6, measured in bit operations, is dominated by that of
line 9. The same conclusion holds if the complexity is measured in arith-
metic operations since each operand is small in magnitude. The computa-
tions in line 8 require exactly the same time as in Algorithm 1, taking into
account that the elements in the field are encoded with a different number
of bits. Line 9 can be implemented using O( p2 n3) operations in the field
since O(n3) operations involving polynomials of degree at most p&1 are
required and each of these operations requires at most O( p2) multiplica-
tions and O( p) divisions. From these considerations (15) immediately
follows, whereas (16) and (17) follow since, depending on whether (9) or
(10) holds, log V is O(log p) or O(log n) and log H is O(log n+log log p)
or O(log n). K
3.3. Algorithm 3
This algorithm is the most innovative of the three, and has several
features which make it substantially different from the other two. First it
increases the value of p to become a prime, then it generates a set of primes
of type k p+1, k integer greater than or equal to 1. Since in a field Zq ,
with q=k p+1, there exists a pth root of unity, the algorithm finds this
root; finally it uses the direct and inverse Discrete Fourier Transform
(DFT) for the evaluation and interpolation in line 9. We describe the
algorithm again by specifying lines 5, 6, and 9 of procedure XPB.
5. increase the value of p to become prime and set H=
W2\(logp (2JV 2n m)n&1)X;
6. generate the set H=[q1 , ..., qH] of the first H primes of type
k p+1, k integer 1;
9.  find in Zq a pth root of unity |;
 evaluate in Zq each entry of C(x , y) for y=|0, |1, ..., | p&1 using
the direct Fast Fourier Transform;
 in Zq compute P(x , | j)=pf(C(x , | j)) for j=0, ..., p&1;
 in Zq compute |&1 and p&1;
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 compute in Zq a unique coefficient of the inverse DFT, that is
compute the coefficient QW (x ) of the term yW of P(x , y) with the
well-known formula
QW (x )= p&1 :
p&1
j=0
P(x , | j) |& jW. (18)
We now analyze the time complexity of the procedure. Because of known
bounds on the magnitude of the difference between successive primes [5],
increasing p to become prime in line 5 by Eratosthenes’ sieve accounts for
O( p log p) arithmetic operations on operands of magnitude O( p). Since H
is set as in Algorithm 1 we have that H=O(n). The generation of the set
H=[q1=k1 p+1, ..., qH=kH p+1] of primes can be done by testing the
primality of every integer of the form kp+1, for increasing even integers k,
that is by performing kH primality tests on operands of magnitude O(qH).
If the C-conjecture is true, then Theorem 2 gives us a tight bound on qH ,
which becomes O( p1+=n log n). Hence both the magnitude of each operand
and the number of primality tests are small, the second becoming
O( p=n log n). Since the number b of bits necessary for encoding each
operand is O(log p), each primality test, following [1] as in the proof of
Theorem 5, accounts for o( p=) bit operations. Therefore we obtain, for
generating H, an overall number of bit operations O( p=n log n), for any =.
Since the exponent of p is less than 1, we will see that this complexity is
dominated by that of line 9. This same observation holds if one considers
arithmetic instead of bit operations, since each operand is small in
magnitude. Using Proposition 3 and the algorithm mentioned in its proof,
we can find a pth root of unity | in the chosen field with O( p=n log n log p)
arithmetic operations on operands of magnitude O(q2H).
Notice that the truth of the C-conjecture implies that the exponent of p
in the measure of the time required up to this step is less than 1.
The remaining part of line 9 requires, in the field, O( p n2 log p) opera-
tions for computing the values of the entries of the matrix C(x , y) for all
y=|0, |1, ..., | p&1, plus O( p n3) operations for computing the pfaffians,
and O( p) operations for applying (18). It also requires O( p n log p) opera-
tions for computing the inverses required by the computation of the
pfaffians and that of |&1 and p&1.
The following theorem summarizes the above analysis.
Theorem 6. If the C-conjecture is true and (9) or (10) hold, the com-
plexity of Algorithm 3 is
OA(n2m+ pn2 log U+ pn3) (19)
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or
OB((n2 m+ p n2 log U+ p n3) T(log p)) (20)
depending on whether the time is measured in arithmetic or bit operations,
respectively.
4. ANALYSIS OF THE ALGORITHMS
4.1. Correctness
From Theorems 4, 5, and 6 it follows that the three algorithms work in
pseudo-polynomial time. We now prove that they also satisfy the require-
ments on the error performance of r.p.p. algorithms, i.e., they always
answer correctly in the case of a no-instance, whereas for a yes-instance
they may yield a wrong answer with probability less than any preassigned
constant =<1, independently of the input size.
Theorem 7. If H and H in line 5 and 6 of XPB are defined as in any
one of the three algorithms proposed in Section 3, procedure XPB satisfies
the requirements on the error performance of a r.p.p. algorithm.
Proof. Since the procedure is based on the methodology outlined in A,
B, C, D, E at the beginning of Section 3, it is easy to conclude that if
the matroid has no parity base of weight W, then QW (x ) is identically zero
and procedure XPB always answers correctly. On the other hand if such a
parity base exists the answer of the procedure may be wrong but the prob-
ability of a wrong answer in this latter case is that of the event QW (x )=0
in Zq , given QW (x ) is not identically zero.
We now show that this probability is bounded by nJ+hH since the
assumptions of Theorem 3 are satisfied, and that nJ+hH=2+=2==,
==1\, hence completing the proof of the correctness of XPB.
It is straightforward to see that the choice of J in line 3 implies nJ=2;
in line 5, H has always been chosen equal to W2h=X, for some specific value
of h, thus implying that hH=2. We now turn our attention to the
assumptions of Theorem 3. In the first and third algorithm which generate
a set H of distinct primes not smaller than p, we set h=logp(2JV 2 n m)n&1,
V being the maximum absolute value of an element of M, whereas in the
second algorithm, which generates a set H of distinct primes not smaller
than 2, we set h=log2(2JV 2 n m)n&1. Obviously in the first case the
product of any h+1 primes is not smaller than :, with := ph+1, whereas
in the second case such product is not smaller than :, with :=2h+1. From
the different settings of h, it follows that in all cases : is not smaller than
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(2JV 2 n m)n; this last value turns out to be an upper bound to the maxi-
mum absolute value that the polynomial QW (x ) can achieve in [1, ..., J]m
since from (6) and (7) we can deduce that the following inequalities hold:
|QW (x )|\mn+ J nV 2n(2n)!=JnV 2n
(2n)!
n !
m !
(m&n)!
<J nV 2n(2n)n mn.
This is enough to conclude that the assumptions of Theorem 3 are satisfied
and that procedure XPB is correct. K
4.2. Comparisons
On the basis of Theorems 4, 5, and 6, we can make some considerations
on the relative performances of the three algorithms proposed for the XPB
problem.
If the C-conjecture is true, it is easy to see that the last algorithm
achieves the best performance when the complexity is measured in arith-
metic operations. If the complexity is measured in bit operations, again the
last algorithm performs better than Algorithm 1. It also performs better
than Algorithm 2 if either log U=O(log n), that is the so-called ‘‘similarity
assumption’’ holds, or m=O(np2 T(log n)T(log U)). Algorithm 2 is better
than the last algorithm only when (9) holds and m=0(np2 T(log n+
log log p)T(log p)), or (10) holds and m=0(np2 T(log n)T(log p)).
If the C-conjecture is false we compare only the first two algorithms; if
we measure the complexity in arithmetic operations, we have that Algorithm
1 is faster than Algorithm 2 when m=O(nplog U), whereas when m=
0(nplog U) Algorithm 2 is faster than Algorithm 1. If we measure the com-
plexity in bit operations, Algorithm 1 is faster than Algorithm 2 if m=
O(np T(log n)T(log p) log U). Algorithm 2 is better than Algorithm 1
when (9) holds and m=0(np T(log n+log log p)T(log p) log U), or (10)
holds and m=0(np T(log n)T(log p) log U).
This comparison of the algorithms gives a complete picture of their
relative performances, and indicates the best algorithm to choose on the
basis of any problem’s parameters.
5. FINAL REMARKS
It is worth pointing out that the three algorithms described in Section 3
do not construct a parity base of weight W when they return ‘‘YES’’. If this
is required, a procedure for constructing this parity base can be obtained
as suggested in [7]. Specifically if the number of nonzero components of
the vector x such that QW (x ){0 is n, such components identify the parity
base, otherwise the fact that each term in the polynomial expansion of
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QW (x) is the product of n distinct variables implies that the following
equality holds,
:
j # X
QW (x j)=(|X|&n) QW (x ),
where x j is the vector whose components are
x ji ={x i0
if i # E&[ j]
if i= j
and X=[i # E : x i {0].
As a consequence QW (x j){0 for at least one j # X and x j has fewer
nonzero components than x . Starting from this result an algorithm can be
derived which constructs the sought parity base, calling procedure XPB at
most O(m) times [6].
We conclude this work by addressing two special cases of XPB having
specific interest: the problem of finding a base of exact value in the inter-
section of two represented matroids and the problem of finding a perfect
matching of exact value in a weighted graph. These two problems are
called Exact Intersection Base (XIB) and Exact Perfect Matching (XPM),
respectively. The three randomized algorithms described in Section 3 for
XPB can be specialized for obtaining versions suitable for solving XIB and
XPM.
Concerning XIB, it can be proved that the complexities of these algorithms
remain the same as expressed by Theorems 4, 5, and 6.
Concerning problem XPM, it can be proved that, if the C-conjecture is
true, the last algorithm is always the best of the three. In fact all algorithms
work on the simpler matrix C=(cij), where
ywexe if e=[i, j] # E and i< j
cij={&ywe xe if e=[i, j] # E and i> j0 otherwise,
G=([1, 2, ..., 2n], E) being the given weighted graph. Consequently for
XPM the complexities of the three algorithms are as expressed in the
following theorem, which we state without proof for the sake of brevity.
Theorem 8. The complexities of the Algorithms 1, 2, and 3 for XPM are:
1. OA( p n2 log U+ p n3+ p log3 p), if (9) or (10) hold ;
2. OA( p2n3);
3. OA( p n2 log U+ p n3), if the C-conjecture is true;
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and
1. OB(( p n2 log U+ p n3+ p log3 p) T(log p)), if (9) or (10) hold;
2. OB( p2 n3 T(log n+log log p)), if (9) holds, or OB( p2 n3 T(log n)),
if (10) holds;
3. OB(( p n2 log U+ p n3) T(log p)), if the C-conjecture is true.
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